
Notes Math-1600-es31 2016 Otober 28

Derivatives with respet to time

Derivatives with respet to time are a major appliation of Calulus. Here are some examples:

Quantity: Derivative (with respet to time): Seond derivative: Third derivative:

Position Veloity Aeleration Jerk

Veloity Aeleration Jerk

Speed Colloquial aeleration

Aeleration Jerk

Net wealth Net inome

National debt National de�it

Position tells you where something is, while veloity tells you how it is moving, that is how its po-

sition is hanging with time. Veloity is not quite the same thing as speed, sine veloity keeps trak of

diretion as well. (In this lass, most problems involving motion will take plae in only one dimension, so

there are two diretions, represented by positive and negative veloity, while speed is the absolute value of

veloity.)

The derivative of veloity with respet to time, in other words the seond derivative of position with

respet to time, is aeleration in the tehnial sense of this term. On the other hand, the derivative of

speed is olloquial aeleration, whih re�ets how the term is used in everyday life. Colloquially, we

say that an objet is aelerating if its speed inreases with time (in other words if it is speeding up) and

deelerating if its speed dereases (in other words if it is slowing down). But in the tehnial sense of the

term, if an objet is moving in the negative diretion and slows down, then its veloity is beoming less

negative and more positive, and so its aeleration is positive, even though its olloquial aeleration is

negative. (For motion in more than one dimension, its even possible for the olloquial aeleration to be

zero even while the tehnial aeleration is far from zero; this happens when hanging diretion while

travelling at a onstant speed.)

The time derivative of aeleration (in the tehnial sense) is jerk; that makes jerk the seond deriva-

tive of veloity and the third derivative of position. Whereas position and veloity an t be diretly felt,

you feel aeleration as a pressure or absene thereof (a sense of falling or being held or pushed), and a

sudden hange in that aeleration is a jerk or yank. In engineering, aeleration must be ontrolled be-

ause it an destroy objets by rushing; jerk must be ontrolled beause it an destroy objets by break-

ing them apart. Even higher derivatives are sometimes also studied, although the terminology varies.

Turning to �nanes, your net wealth is the total value of all assets that you own minus the value of

all of your debts. (If you owe more than you own, then your net wealth is negative.) This is measured in

units of money, suh as dollars. Your net inome, on the other hand, is the total value of everything that

you reeive (as wages, gifts, and so forth) in a period of time minus the value of your expenses. This is

measured in units of money per unit of time, suh as dollars per year. In �nane, the default unit of time

is a year, so you ll often say that someone s inome is so many dollars, but this really means so many dol-

lars per year. Unlike physial motion, money goes in and omes out in disrete hunks, so the ontinuous

ideas of Calulus are only an approximation, but they an be a good approximation for some purposes.

Turning from personal �nanes to national, a ountry s government usually has some debt, alled

the ountry s national debt, and if the government spends more than it reeives from taxes and oth-

er revenue, then the di�erene is the national de�it. The debt is the total amount of money owed by

the government, while the de�it is the additional amount that has to be borrowed in a given period of

time. Again, de�it should really be measured in units of money per unit of time; so if someone says the

the U.S. national de�it is nearly 500 billion dollars, this really means 500 billion dollars per year. This is

the same as 5000 billion dollars (or 5 trillion dollars) per deade (sine a deade is 10 years). On the other

hand, when they say that the U.S. national debt is nearly 20 trillion dollars, then they are saying exatly

what they mean; this is the net result of all of the de�its (and oasional surpluses, whih are negative

de�its) in the past.

In 2010, there was a widely ited eonomis paper (Reinhart & Rogo�) that argued that a ountry

tended towards eonomi disaster as its government s debt approahed its gdp (gross domesti produt,
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a measure of a ountry s overall inome). In 2013, a review (Herndon, Ash, & Pollin) found statistial er-

rors that undemined the paper s onlusions, and this made the mainstream news media for a while. This

should have just been the normal proess of siene: a �awed idea being orreted. But it was big news

beause Reinhart & Rogo� had struk an intuitive hord; it made sense that of ourse your debt should

always be well below your ability to pay it o�. But in fat that only sounds reasonable if you ignore the

units! Reinhart & Rogo� s onlusion was really that a ountry was ourting disaster if its government s

debt was lose to its gdp times one year ; otherwise, the units of measurement don t make sense. The idea

that a ountry should have enough inome to pay o� its government s debt beomes the idea that a oun-

try should have enough inome to pay o� its government s debt in one year (if all inome were devoted to

this purpose), and there s no intuitive reason why that should be neessary to avoid eonomi ruin. (It is

still true that a ountry s eonomy tends to be better o� when its government debt divided by its gdp is

lower than otherwise, and it s oneivable that there ould be some reason that there s something speial

about when that quotient is lose to one year; but there isn t.)
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